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 for  Eva Sheppard



Today 

today we are going to go to the mall
I think it’s the end.
I got squirted by the mustard.

so I do not miss any thing
for a screw that fell out of
out of my cup every day at school

I made it to a 1000
it was all different colors
was chasing all of us today

after that a bird came in to learn
I was in the gym. It hurt!
I hope I win it.

we went to the parade after words
they are burning the felon trees
if they do wake me up I will tell
I won’t get in trouble they will

The color of my name is blue.
I put it under Hot Dog
the lights went out
Then my sister had to get a shot in her mouth
It was a future headless Patty

I don’t know who I am calling yet
Billy got his coon hide that he had to get
in case someone breaks the speed limit
they are getting a puppy

I learn about the heart
I like the heart
the whole alphabet in small letters
in a jar & eating the best food too

 

I got five books
none of them are about Karl Marx
one is a bean bag

today was the first day to sell rocks
we had a snack that looks like Indiana
I wore got my milk hat
a whole bunch of cool rocks
a rock shaped like extra math
put cool if you think they are cool
anything moving has momentum

it is a bad time for new chicks
at cursive writing time
my mom said they can come in the house
I drew a clock
on one of the drawers under the owl
it probably weighs four hundred pounds
it helps your brain

I got hurt in the nose
the raisins are for the eyes
it has been a rough year for my ears
it looks like a foot too
and my clothes and my backpack
and the floor of the bus
on a piece of paper



Why Killer Whales Are Called Killer Whales

killer whales are called killer whales
because they go for the lesbians making out; they’re there
controlling the cheats with their fantastic riffs
city life never could or would be the same again
after the hot chick programmer dies
everywhere babies are born
babies true to the culture and straight
left this static, pedantic place 
without ever having to resort to some silly backstory

acerbic and painfully self-aware poems
might be worth hanging onto a little while longer
both Beethoven and the dog are really
the most original and gifted writers in the game

they draped their woman in massive curtains
in the middle part of the round
she continues to top the charts

she’s the raunchiest pornstar around
an all-star anal assassination

17 million baby boomers
turning away from their own television

he is revered and copied and memorialized
he never caught the mad doctor
he is called the Executioner!!

men love the outdoors
men visit the Czech Republic
not just as king of gore but also as
wrestlers stopped using piledrivers four years ago
You always thought they were pretty friendly, didn’t you?

need to come sooner rather than later?
you should be scared of large bodies of water

Ants

The ant is a good hunter. It has
a unique and an amazing life.
Ants do not have freedoms that we have.
Ants can also learn to whistle.
Even though ants can learn
these things they are not highly gifted in doing them.

You may think ants are useless insects, but 
the ant can act in a violent behavior.
You might think it is a plant but it is not a plant it’s a animal.

Ants have different colors.
They usually have orange and yellow.
Some ants are fat. Some are thin. 
Some are just a triangle. 

Ants can be right-handed or left-handed.
The ant can bury itself in less than a minute
and live alone, up to 12 miles per hour.

Ants live under a bunch of wood.
When a ant stings a person the bee usually dies. 
If a person gets stung by a bee the person may die
if the worm eats ants and leaves.

The ant is like no other animal compared to eating.
The body has 21 segments
a flat body and on the bottom it is sharp
with a hard outer covering that are like plates
and a horny growth under its skin

one big dull one for crushing food
a big long carrot or something special
It has big ears. Its enemies are lions and people.

The ant makes a sticky substance that helps attach the eggs to a stick
puts a sticky fluid on the eggs 
and roll the eggs in the earth 



 

so the male won’t eat the eggs
then leaves the eggs attached all summer. 
When spring arrives the baby come out of their eggs.
When the egg hatches, the ant gets cleaned.

Ants are rarely found whole
When in the sand the ant looks for food particles
that might be as big as eighty feet long
long and thin and held almost erect

The ant will lose weight until it dies. 
This is caused by an intestine becoming shorter. 
The ant has to stay on the antibiotic all of its life. 
That is because they need to hide from enemies.

The ant drinks seawater and the ants
try to stay on a diet. 
There are not any permanent cells 
in the head of an ant.

As you can see the ant is interesting.
Ants have the biggest eyes on earth.
If you see them, be careful.

Meat We Can Eat

We interviewed a bow hunter
he admitted to eating two slugs
he still likes me anyway

We are studying animals
They hunt because they don’t have money
They eat cows, pigs, crabs, and chickens
love to eat worms
like to eat octopus
Veal, ox, snake, alligator are yummy
make a little money 

The animals you eat depend on the
if all animals are meat we can eat
not just the dead animals

Several members of my family
never really shoot anything
because there’s nothing good on tv
and the shops are closed

I think that they’re crazy
they are a small minority 
sometimes we even feed them food
for reasons of compassion to other beings

All animals have parents
the chicken nuggets at mcdonalds
such talented acrobats
humanized through table manners

Animals are not here for us
and they are not alive
to give them our love
to make other people feel bad
to eat or wear beef products
as nonviolently as possible

 



Bees, beavers, and birds build
the body of knowledge from the ground
to reduce intracranial pressure

Some animals have flesh that isn’t good for
lesions in the brain
immigrant HIV tests
a dinner of raw slugs
he still likes me anyway

Have your ever bitten your nails 
and accidentally eaten some of your nails?

One day I was eating some nails for dinner 
and I realized it just wasn’t what I wanted to eat anymore.

It hurts the animals to put them in 
her stomach hurts because she eats
a puffer fish is poisonous all over the world
Was anyone hurt making this taste?
Does it taste like the way it tastes?

Eating slugs may not be healthy
as I said before, it is possible to eat 
a lot of things that aren’t food

It is common enough
a source of iron
I will add it to my aggregator

The Story

The moose had to pick his favorite part of the neighborhood
it was a turtle named Franklin he had a project
mostly about a crab that decorates his shell

he be / not wanting to leave
when the moose he curled a poster of cakes like cupcakes
he found a seanames, starfish, coral, and lantern fish

a moth who is shy and he plays alone
but he is afraid of the phone
when he got up to go to work at mid night
he made a kite because I made a kite

the luna moth was quietly floating in front of the cricket
the cricket was being a perseverance animal
he was so big that he almost covered the hole page
but he was even shy to say thank you or hi

the crab said his shell was blank and dull
he felt sad hungry and ate a lot of junk
if you feel the wholes in the book 
that means he ate some food that he ate

he was running up stars from her 
and she said “come bake my little pushcake”
THEN THE GIRL PUTS THE PANS AS HANDS

she loved it so much she could not learn without it
when he grows up he will kiss her back 



 

my favorite part was the relatives went to sleep
Pa to pull down a tree for fire wood
was pulling the tree down he bent the fence 
he was mad because he already fixed the fence once when he bent it

the family slept on each other
they were so happy to see each other they did not
EVEN CARE WHEN THEY BROKE THE FENCE!

Now you wear the pants now 
because in 4th grade 
you will be learning division

so love math just worry about your brain
this is why you should read these colors

High Expectations

I have three hours to
play it fast and loose with
the word “interesting”

to solicit for stories
when Christian Persecution
has whitewashed many people who
had sex with 100 men in a night and boasted about it

it’s called a cat nap
police don’t want to know
when you get advice from a movie
and put a hungry little nine-year girl in the pantry scouring knives

call the Hotline
go off and leave her alone
hair must grow back by 1/2 inch
before you visit a faithful church of Christ

briefly outline the basic things
they will become more confident
arrive at the birthing unit
“thinking out loud”

can you tell me what you were thinking?
we’re not all born with single legs?
The Universe rewards you
with exactly what you expect

You probably expect someone to answer the door!
at your first meeting you will be ‘inducted’
when you try to outdo THE CREATOR
You found that someone actually Likes you?



 

stop feeling that way!
you’re in a hurry
have your wisdom teeth extracted
you make them so darn good

there is a fight at a pool hall in a movie 
while you’re in Antarctica
it’s really reaching down your throat 
and taking your internal organs

Superman

Superman blowed a high breathe
He blew a thousand clouds
into the neezing kizing priz

(a priz means that if
you go in danger or big harm)

Superman was raining a little girl
named Cindy Lou. Cindy Lou
ran fast as she could

a car dazed off and
a man was going behind

Superman went off going a big strong
and nobody was being good
and somebody was not saved.

Superman rained on
and took all his costumes off. 
He was very out of days.

A doctor named Dinz
didn’t like the days.
He put fire on each book
and moved fast, was very lonely

in a room of corn and fire.
Superman’s sister moved 
out of the caning leaves
and poured on a good suit

and was sick again. She was very sick
at that moment but her mother and father couldn’t resist
she was sick again. She looked
  >>>

very very and died
in a room of corn and large
fire corn with clouds.

She got a gumdrop of fainting drops
She put it in her eye
and a kite with a twist

Then one day Superman
married a lines girl
a girl made out of lines

a girl that could love somebody
so they kissed their selves
and they all went down.


